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From Cocoa Bean to Finished Product

Annual Report 2008

Switzerland has always been home to
numerous chocolate pioneers. Many
of them – especially Rodolphe Lindt,
who invented conching and, with it,
the world’s first tender molten
chocol ate in 1879 – have made and
continue to make history with their
tireless inventive spirit and fine reci
pes, playing their own part in success
fully spreading the positive image of
Swiss chocolate throughout the
world. With this wealth of experience,
coupled with the world’s highest per
capita chocolate consumption at
over 12 kg per year, it is no wonder
that Switzerland is regarded as the
chocolate capital of the world.
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Since its historic beginnings in the mid-

specific expertise and a great deal of

this mark-up justified by the excellent

19th century, Lindt & Sprüngli has been

passion for the product, our employ

quality and wonderful, fully developed

well known as a cutting-edge choco

ees all over the world are committed

aroma of the cocoa beans and essential

late manufacturer and a prime example

to providing consumers with a pre

for our uncompromising quality; it also

of high-quality, innovative chocolate

mium chocolate that impresses with its

ensures that the farmers have an above-

creations par excellence. The company

exquisite taste and fine packaging, and

average income, enabling them to afford

is one of the few manufacturers to pos

leaves nothing to be desired.

fair living conditions. Lindt & Sprüngli

sess complete in-house expertise and
control of every single production step,

The art of mastering all production

Ghana, where one of the best Forastero

from the selection of the finest cocoa

steps, some of which are highly challen

varieties is cultivated. On the basis of

varieties through to the finished prod

ging and complex, is only understood

a newly introduced purchasing model,

uct. In addition, Lindt & Sprüngli is also

by a few chocolate manufacturers –

we are committed to paying a significant

one of the few companies in the indus

and Lindt & Sprüngli is one of them.

extra fee for bulk cocoa from selected

try that specializes solely in chocolate.

Let’s take a look behind the scenes.

plantations in Ghana in partnership with

This ensures that we have a strategic

a local organization, with half of the

advantage gained from focusing our

price going to a non-profit foundation

Only the best raw materials
are used

based there. This foundation supports

consumers enjoy the very best quality
time and time again.

Lindt & Sprüngli is one of the world’s

ties from which Lindt & Sprüngli buys

biggest purchasers of fine-flavor cocoa

the cocoa and has direct insight into the

skills in this area and guarantees that
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sources its bulk cocoa (Forastero) from

social projects in the rural communi

The finished product has a long jour

of the Criollo and Trinitario varieties,

living conditions of the cocoa farm

ney before it finally hits the shelves.

which are mainly cultivated in selected

ers. Furthermore, the supply chain can

Chocolate is a carefully refined natural

areas in West Africa as well as South

be traced back as far as the individual

product that undergoes many different

and Central America. As fine-flavor

cooperatives, meaning that the high

processes and production steps, with

cocoa accounts for less than 5% of the

quality in terms of condition, aroma and

a large number of people involved in its

total harvest worldwide, it is much more

specific fermentation and drying of the

manufacture. Thanks to their combined

expensive to buy. However, not only is

delivered cocoa beans can be monitored.
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After the harvest, the cocoa beans are

Madagascar. These raw materials are

Creative masterpieces

shipped to the industrialized nations

all rigorously checked for quality and

Everyone has heard of LINDT’s Maîtres

where they are then processed further.

must also pass numerous tests before

Chocolatiers. From the mid-19 th cen

Before the cocoa varieties selected by

we process them in-house. The relation

tury to the present day, generations

Lindt & Sprüngli finally make their way

that we maintain with our producers

of Maîtres Chocolatiers from Lindt

into the fine LINDT chocolate, the re

and suppliers are built on long-standing

& Sprüngli have put their talent and

quested sample consignments are sub

mutual trust. Furthermore, our partners

craftsmanship into producing the fin

ject to further critical quality checks.

are obliged to follow the company’s

est chocolate. Extensive expertise and

Numerous in-house laboratory tests

code of conduct with regard to ethically

a vast wealth of experience stretching

again check whether the goods are in

and socially responsible corporate gover

back over 160 years are the key fac

perfect condition and have survived the

nance. In this way, Lindt & Sprüngli

tors here, ensuring that LINDT keeps

long journey undamaged. Only then

ensures across the entire production

on surprising consumers with delicious

is the corresponding batch definitively

chain that its finished products are not

creations.

released.
Of course, we set the strictest require

“The relations that we maintain with our suppliers are built
on long-standing mutual trust.”

ments not only in the careful selection
of the cocoa beans, but also in terms

only of a high quality, but are also sus

Every Lindt & Sprüngli production site

of the quality of the other ingredients.

tainable.

worldwide has its own Maîtres Choco
latiers, who are always busy developing

Our powdered milk, processed accor
ding to in-house specifications, and

And what do our employees at the pro

new recipes and new ways to present

sugar are predominantly sourced from

duction sites do while our suppliers and

their creations. This results in unmis

local suppliers. Other ingredients in

quality controllers are making sure that

takable and unique products that take

clude handpicked hazelnuts from Pied

we obtain impeccable raw materials?

into account the wide range of local

mont and Turkey, high-quality almonds

They work hard on their creations, of

taste preferences and thus meet the

from Spain and California and, of

course. Let’s take a look over the shoul

expectations of the most discerning

course, premium Bourbon vanilla from

ders of our Maîtres Chocolatiers.

consumers.
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For the Maîtres Chocolatiers of LINDT,

he is not at work. “I eat between 100

boundless creativity, they are constant

the main ingredients of their creative

and 150 grams of chocolate every day.

ly inventing new products that instill

masterpieces are the innovation, imagi

I can’t live without chocolate anymore,”

enthusiasm. But does everything always

nation and immense creativity that they

he says.

run smoothly in the product develop

show day after day with total dedica
tion and passion. Ultimately, the final
creations are their pride and joy. Urs

«Chocolate is a source of fascination that reminds you of your
own childhood.»

Liechti, head of the Swiss development
team, says: “When we develop a new

Maître Chocolatier Hélène Mazuyer

ment department? “No, there can be

chocolate, it has to mean a quantum

from France also enthuses: “Chocolate

slip-ups from time to time,” admits Urs

leap for us. On the basis of our long

is a source of fascination that reminds

Liechti. “For example, the EXCELLENCE

history, we come up with totally new

you of your own childhood. When

Chili recipe was too strong at first, and

ideas and then refine them until they

I’m at work, I always imagine that I’m

consequently some of our tasters had

are perfect. We put all our expertise

a goldsmith shaping a beautiful jewel

burned mouths even hours later. After

into every single creation so that the

from an ordinary stone. For me, choco

considered recipe changes and dozens

outcome is an incomparable master

late is a ceaselessly creative activity.

of new samples, the result was so well

piece, because we only want to give

There’s nothing better than seeing how

balanced that this bar now enjoys im

chocolate lovers the very best – that is

a finely created chocolate puts a smile

mense popularity.”

our ambition.”

on the faces of even the most unfriend
ly people.”

Sprüngli for eight years and has   com

One thing is for certain, then: the

Trend research
and marketing skills

pleted his life’s dream in his current

LINDT Maîtres Chocolatiers through

However, without the expertise and

position. Being asked whether he has

out the world are united in their love

experience of our marketing teams

become tired of chocolate after all

and passion for chocolate and the wide

around the world, our Maîtres Choco

these years, he laughs and confesses

range of opportunities that go with it.

latiers would not be able to create the

that he even nibbles chocolate when

With years of experience and almost

innovative recipes and product types

Urs Liechti has worked at Lindt &
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that are so typical of LINDT. As the

product. Out of all these prototypes,

es. In addition, they deliver innovative

wishes of consumers are a hugely im

the front-runners are then tasted and

and attractive marketing activities of

portant factor in the development of

rigorously assessed again by our own

all kinds throughout the year, from

new creations, products must constantly

sensory researchers as well as test con

conventional advertising through to

be adapted to suit the fast-changing

sumers. Only when a majority of our

a wide variety of consumer and trade

needs of consumers and the require

critical test tasters find the new choco

promotions. Not without reason does

ments of today’s markets. That is why

late creations delicious do the latter

Franziska Gsell call marketing “the

LINDT’s marketing teams strongly

take the next step to production. Sabine

heart of the company.” And what does

believe in identifying trends at an early

Weber heads the Sensory Testing and

she enjoy most about her job? That

stage. In this respect, Franziska Gsell,

Consumer Tests department. She has

people of all ages love chocolate, that

head of Marketing for Switzerland,

been at Lindt & Sprüngli for over

it is an extremely emotional product

stresses how important it is in life “to

ten years, and has experienced quite

which sets the pulse racing, and that

stay alert and draw inspiration from all

a few curious instants in her career so

both creativity and analytical thinking

situations.” Even so, new product ideas

far. For example, she r eports that, in

are required in this field. “When a con

are also based on in-depth psychologi

sensory popularity tests, sometimes

sidered concept bears fruit,” she says,

cal research of consumer behavior as

only the appearance of the chocolates

“we all feel a great sense of success.”

well as the numerous direct consumer

is a ssessed and not the taste. She smiles

surveys, the evaluations of which our

and adds that, in these tests in particu

Maîtres Chocolatiers then creatively put

lar, the specially prepared samples are

many concurs. She says: “It is always

into practice, in line with specifications

often also eaten by the external testers

special to see the finished product on sale

from the Marketing department. Very

in the heat of the moment.

knowing what a long way it has come,

often, they end up creating new trends.

Her counterpart Heike Bootz from Ger

from the idea through to the final realiza
Above and beyond the creative pro

tion. If the product catches on quickly,

During the “invention process,” the

cess and product co-development, the

the successful market launch is of course

LINDT Maîtres Chocolatiers together

marketing team does of course have

very pleasing. It shows us that our in

with the marketing experts constantly

many other tasks, such as designing

stinct was right. It is the innovative ideas

taste different variations of the new

packaging and managing retail launch

that make our company so successful.”
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And while the marketing teams are

then processed in rolling mills until only

the LINDT chocolate mass is produced

hard at work with the Maîtres Choco

tiny particles of a few thousandths of a

with the irresistible melting quality that

latiers, the cocoa beans have finally

millimeter remain, with a structure that

we all love so much.

arrived at our plants. Let’s take a look

is imperceptible to the palate. The first

at the production floor to see what’s

step towards achieving delicate melting

Legend has it that chance also played its

happening there with the cocoa beans.

quality is then complete, but the cocoa

part in Rodolphe Lindt’s invention. One

elements have not yet released their full,

weekend when he was in a particular

characteristic aroma, and still taste

hurry to get home, he apparently forgot

The fine art of conching

somewhat bitter and harsh. Now, after

to turn off the conche. When he went

The cocoa beans are thoroughly cleaned,

all the preparatory stages, comes the

back to work three days later, he came

shelled and crushed. This “cocoa nib”

crucial process, which ultimately makes

across a chocolate mass unlike anything

is carefully roasted using our own

LINDT chocolate so unique in its texture

anyone had seen before. What had

process – an important step that is

and taste: it is the fine art of conching

previously been an almost sandy and

responsible for forming the initial deli

that gives the chocolate its full-bodied

bitter-tasting mass now had a totally

cate aromas. It is then crushed further

aroma and the ultimate melting quality.

new consistency that melted softly on

in special mills and finely ground to
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the tongue, and the taste also opened

a liquid cocoa mass. This is the most

The conching process was invented in

up a completely new sensory experi

important component of chocolate.

1879 by Rodolphe Lindt and revolu

ence. This was the birth of “chocolat

tionized the world of chocolate. With

fondant” (molten chocolate), as Lindt

Let’s take the manufacture of milk

the addition of extra cocoa butter, the

called it, which has been the ultimate

chocolate as an example. Here, the

cocoa paste is stirred for several hours

benchmark for the entire chocolate

cocoa mass is mixed with sugar, specially

in a conche so that the chocolate is

industry every since.

processed powdered milk and other fine

“aired” and the bitter, acidic essences

ingredients. Pure cocoa butter is also

gradually escape. The constant stirring

added, with the quantity depending on

also has a homogenizing effect. An

the recipe. This mixture is kneaded until

ultra-thin film of cocoa butter sticks to

a homogenous mass is formed, and it is

every single tiny particle. That is how

From Cocoa Bean to Finished Product

State-of-the-art machinery
and technology

production is now running smoothly,

ing filled tablets. The plant can pro

and the chocolate tablet version of the

duce 33 different recipes and process

In product development, one of the

classic dessert, created with lots of lov

eleven types of filling and five varieties

biggest challenges is to make the newly

ing care, has enjoyed immense popu

of chocolate, with no fewer than 89

created recipes and product types of

larity since its market launch.

different, fully packaged end prod

the LINDT Maîtres Chocolatiers on an

ucts leaving the plant. It goes without

industrial scale without impairing the

The powerful and sometimes highly

saying that the technical details of the

quality and perfection of the hand-

complex equipment that is needed to

machines, just like the fine recipes,

made specimens. Due to the complex

manufacture the delicate masterpieces

are among our most closely guarded

way in which the prototypes are made,

of the LINDT Maîtres Chocolatiers is

secrets.

this is not always easy, and often gives

often specially developed and con

the project teams a real headache, as

structed in line with Lindt & Sprüngli’s

The chocolate mass and the instal

Chantal Bussmann from the Technol

own specifications in order to meet the

lations are ready. So what happens

ogy department can confirm. She has

extremely challenging requirements.

next in the production process? “That

worked at Lindt & Sprüngli for eleven

always depends entirely on the ac

years, and was involved in implement

If the machine manufacturers cannot

tual end product, of course,” explains

ing production of the new Mousse tab

offer an installation with the neces

Natalie Ibald, Production manager at

lets at the beginning of 2008. “We held

sary performance characteristics, the

the Kilchberg factory. In addition to

countless meetings with various suppli

in-house specialists in the technical

several uncomplicated, molded tablets,

ers, selected and examined individual

department start to develop a s olution

there are other products whose manu

options and conducted pilot tests. It

in collaboration with the system engin

facture is highly complex, such as the

was an intensive experimentation pe

eers. This often results in customized,

popular “Bâtons Kirsch” or the LINDOR

riod where each and every employee

one-off process technologies. For ex

truffles. Throughout the production

gave their best, and optimizations and

ample, the Lindt & Sprüngli factory in

process, Natalie Ibald constantly moni

adjustments had to be made at every

Oloron Sainte-Marie in France is home

tors the machines and checks that each

turn,” she reports. However, all their

to the state-of-the-art, fully automatic

individual process is carried out cor

tireless commitment finally paid off, as

LINDT production line for manufactur

rectly. “This is important,” she points
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out, “as we often need to make fine

Delivering maximum pleasure

own seal, which to this day still gives

adjustments at the moment when pro

As a provider of premium chocolates,

the packaging an understated and

duction starts up. Our aim is for only

Lindt & Sprüngli also sets extremely high

refined touch. The uncompromising

products in tip-top condition to reach

standards in the visual presentation of

quality and exclusive character of the

consumers.”

its products. Elegant designs and high-

products are further emphasized by

quality packaging materials provide the

the golden embossed brand lettering
and the elegant design.

Seasonality is also a key element in pro

finishing touch for the fine creations,

duction and requires an above-average

ensuring that they look attractive on the

amount of manual work. With huge

shelves and stand out from the crowd.

The attention to detail that finds perfect
reflection in our packaging makes for an

“Lindt & Sprüngli sets extremely high standards in the visual
presentation of its products.”

ideal gift, which is why consumers and
recipients alike are so fond of it. LINDT
embodies that certain something, and

dedication and lots of care, our employ

This is particularly important, as the

as well as individual consumption, it is

ees work in a three-shift system in the

quality values conveyed by the brand

also suitable for all occasions: birthdays,

run-up to the peak season in order to

image should also be reflected in the

a thank-you gift, a small present or

ensure that manufacture of the festive

high quality of the fine packaging – and

a souvenir. The packaging design con

items is finished as quickly as possible.

this also helps us to keep on winning

veys a sense of luxury and exclusivity

This is the only way that seasonal

the daily battle for sales.

while expressing an appreciation for the

products such as the LINDT GOLD
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recipient.

BUNNY, the LINDT REINDEER and all

In order to meet the premium standards

the other elaborate collections can

of Lindt & Sprüngli, only the very best

“It is obvious that packaging in the top

be manufactured as promptly as pos

materials are used for packaging the

quality segment goes hand in hand

sible so that they are fresh on reaching

products: chocolates are protected with

with particular expectations,” states

the end consumers.

supple air pouches and soft overlays,

Estelle Guérin, head of Marketing for

and boxes are adorned with a hand-tied

France. She points out how important

band or secured with the company’s

it is to take trends into account not

From Cocoa Bean to Finished Product

only in product development, but also

gold foil and tying up the red bow

in packaging design. For this reason,

with the little bell.

her team is constantly developing new
designs or making consumer-relevant

Also, the ornate chocolate pralinés

changes to existing packaging. “Local

are often sorted in chocolate boxes

factors are often also incorporated in

by hand. In Kilchberg, the packaging

the design. For example, in France we

lines are situated with a view of Lake

have an exclusive packaging design

Zurich. The work may look easy at first

called Champs-Élysées, which is

glance, but that is certainly not the

very popular.” The needs of distribu

case. Daniela Jäger, head of the Pack

tion are also taken into consideration

aging department, says: “To outsiders,

mind when developing packaging, as it

the work on the production lines looks

is necessary to meet specific logistical

easy. But just try putting the ‘dragon

requirements in this area. The products

praliné’ into the box with the lettering

must be easy to stack without damag

facing the right way on every single

ing the fragile goods. Moreover, criteria

one. If you lose your concentration

such as sustainable treatment of the

for a second, they’re all out of line.”

environment also come into play when

Around 20 employees are required

selecting packaging materials.

every day at the hand-packing lines to
fill the chocolate boxes. In addition,

Despite lots of innovations in packag

when packing by hand, a visual check

ing technology, there are still products

ensures that it really is only the best

at Lindt & Sprüngli that are not pack

treasures that go into the chocolate

aged mechanically, but finished off by

boxes.

hand with loving and skilful attention
to detail. With the GOLD BUNNY, for
example, this includes flattening the
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On the way to the consumer

together different mixtures just as they

late Museum in Cologne since 2006.

When the finely packaged product

please and to try out new products in

Here, visitors are shown the secrets of

eventually reaches the shelves, it must

small quantities. Furthermore, at many

the chocolate world live on two levels.

be ensured that enough of the goods

points of sale we have extended our

For example, LINDT Maîtres Choco

are put on display. For this reason,

“shop-in-shop” concept. This involves

latiers make the famous GOLD BUNNY

strong teams of field staff throughout

small LINDT shops in stores of trading

and other LINDT specialties before the

the world make sure on a daily basis

partners that particularly emphasize the

fascinated eyes of over 600 000 visitors

that the LINDT delicacies are effectively

high quality of LINDT products.

a year – young and old alike. Another

points of sale. As in the creation phase,

The annual “Lindt Gourmet Festival”

tain, where visitors can tuck into liquid

new and innovative paths are always

is also very popular. Here, consumers

LINDT chocolate. At the adjoining mu

being forged in distribution. In addition

can follow the painstaking manufacture

seum confectionery shop, there is also

to the conventional retail sales chan

of fine chocolates by the LINDT Maîtres

the chance to buy your favorite type of

nels, new sales methods are constantly

Chocolatiers up close for two weeks.

chocolate to take home as a souvenir.

being introduced. Our aim is to have

They watch, marvel and taste, taking

a presence wherever consumers expect

the opportunity to share the passion

To tap into the world’s biggest choco

presented to our consumers at the
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highlight is the large chocolate foun

premium products. In particular, trends

of our LINDT Maîtres Chocolatiers and

late market, around 100 of LINDT’s

are turning towards event shopping.

to ask questions. Besides having this

own boutiques have opened in the USA

For this reason, we are keen to bring

chance to communicate, the consumers

since 1994. Our strengths, such as our

the LINDT brand to life for consumers

can also enjoy special price reductions.

product diversity, our gift ranges for

whenever and wherever possible.

These promotions are a success story

every occasion and the freshness of

that has built up over the years, and

our quality products were successfully

This is why some new elements have

they always generate positive responses

showcased in these boutiques in order

been added to traditional retail-based

and lasting enthusiasm because of the

to build brand recognition and pave

sales at various locations. For exam

one-off buying experience they provide.

the way for LINDT’s market entry onto

ple, the “pick & mix” range in shops

Furthermore, LINDT has been active as

the world’s biggest Chocolatemarket.

gives customers the opportunity to put

a cooperation partner of the Choco

The result was rapid and increasingly

From Cocoa Bean to Finished Product

wide acceptance of our products across

revealed that 99% of the 400 custom

they live, consumers can order LINDT

the entire US retail sector, which made

ers questioned would recommend the

delicacies online, including a gree

LINDT one of the fastest-growing

“LINDT Chocolate Cafés” without hesi

ting card with an individual message,

brands in the US market.

tation to family and friends.

which always brings pleasure as a gift

Our proprietary sales network through

In addition to the trend for “event

for dear friends near or far. Payment

the “Lindt Chocolate Cafés” in Sydney,

shopping,” other innovative paths are

is by credit card, and items are sent by

Australia, is also a good example of

also being forged in order to utilize our

standard or express delivery straight to

for a special occasion or as a greeting

Lindt & Sprüngli’s search for constantly

potential in the distribution area to the

the door. During 2009, our online shop

new distribution paths. The Australian

full. We endeavor to make access to

will also be redesigned, making it even

sales concept was introduced in 2004

our fine chocolate as direct and agree

more user-friendly.

with the first shop in Martin’s Place,

able as possible for consumers. And,

and has continued to gain in popular

because round-the-clock shopping

One thing is clear: wherever LINDT

ity ever since. Four cafés are now being

opportunities are becoming ever more

products are available, they ensure not

run successfully in Sydney, making

prominent in an increasingly fast-chang

only an eventful shop, but also a wholly

a significant contribution to the positive

ing world, sales via 24-hour shops are

exclusive taste experience.

image of the LINDT brand by bringing

especially significant. Special chocolate

the LINDT premium philosophy and

lines – small formats for eating straight

the associated world of pleasure to life

away – have been designed with this in

for consumers. As a result, LINDT has

mind. These are also important to the

become one of the main players on

impulse segment at checkouts. This seg

the Australian chocolate market and

ment is one of the strongest-growing

obtains cult brand status by consumers

sales channels.

in the premium segment. The fact
that we are on the right track with this

The LINDT online shops also have

concept is also confirmed by a recently

a constantly growing global fan base.

conducted customer survey, which

24 hours a day, no matter where
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Premium quality matters most

and checks. These start with the selec

In 1992, Lindt & Sprüngli became the

The secret behind the special taste is

tion of the high-quality ingredients and

first food company in Switzerland to be

our uncompromising quality. Quality

extend through several stages of the

awarded the quality assurance certifi

has been the basis of and the key to

entire production process. For instance,

cate in line with the international stan

Lindt & Sprüngli’s success for over

after each individual production step,

dard ISO 9001 by the Swiss Association

160 years, and has always had an im

there are regular checks that not only

for Quality and Management Systems

portant place at the company. Back in

relate to product quality, but are also to

SQS. Since then, Lindt & Sprüngli has

1879, Rodolphe Lindt set the bench

ensure a perfect appearance and opti

undergone the relevant inspection every

mark with his then unique “chocolat

mum taste.

year and retained the prestigious certi

fondant,” around which all subsequent
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ficate each time. This award shows that

generations have based themselves.

However, quality is not just a product

we remain committed to quality and

Even at that early stage, Rodolphe

feature – it also features prominently

refuse to compromise in this area. How

Lindt adorned the wrappers of his

behind the scenes in the production

ever, it is also a duty and a challenge

chocolate bars with the phrase “Qua

process. In this respect, Martin Kistler,

that we shall always continue to set

lité Supérieure” and staked his name on

head of Microbiology, states that hy

ourselves. Because we consistently meet

the outstanding quality of his products.

giene and food safety are crucial issues.

this commitment, chocolate lovers build

And so the foundations that inextri

“We train our employees regularly and

up confidence in our products, ensuring

cably linked uncompromising quality

take several samples a day from the

that we have a loyal customer base.

with the LINDT brand were laid right

products, which are examined in the

at the start. The core value of “Qualité

laboratory. If we find any deviation

Supérieure” remains to this day, and is

from our strict specifications, everything

abroad show time and again that con

one of the key principles in the manu

comes to a halt. Fortunately, though,

sumers regularly name LINDT as one

facture of Lindt & Sprüngli products.

this rarely happens. In this way, we

of the most popular chocolate brands.

ensure that only goods in perfect condi

This justifies our philosophy and con

Of course, rigorously pursuing and

tion leave our premises, and consumers

firms that we are on the right path. We

meeting this commitment to quality

then receive the added value that they

aim to continue on this path and keep

requires extremely strict specifications

rightly expect from LINDT chocolate.”

on surprising and treating our consum

Numerous surveys in Switzerland and

From Cocoa Bean to Finished Product

ers with our premium chocolate as well
as with many other innovative crea
tions. The appreciation of our satisfied
consumers is the greatest affirmation
and most valuable reward for every
single one of our team of over 7500
highly motivated employees around the
world. The boundless recognition and
support that we receive from others en
courage us to carry on doing our very
best to bring pleasure to people with
our chocolates.
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